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                        The family business Soncotra is specialised in the transport of goods to and from Western Europe, Central Europe, Eastern Europe, Russia, the CIS, the Balkans and the Middle East, Marocco and Tunisia.
Annually, Soncotra performs over +20.000 Full Truck Loads (FTL), Groupage Loads (LTL) and Express to these destinations. Our fleet is equipped with a Track & Trace system, double loading floors and can be dual-temperature controlled.
All trailers are provided with a GPS and GPRS controlling system with temperature registration. Your goods are continuously monitored so they can be transported quickly, safely and according to your requirements. 

To meet your wishes and transport demands, our logistics team monitors your transports 24/7
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            Expertise
            For years, Soncotra has been specialised in temperature controlled transport for different sectors.
Our vehicles comply with all the European GDP-directives for the international transport of pharmaceutical and cosmetic products:
	GPS on the trailers for permanent goods location 
	Euroscan Printer with logged temperature information 
	GPRS-connection with alarm for temperature deviations 
	Extra door security with remote control 
	Regular check-ups of the cooling unit 
	Annual calibration of the cooling unit and sensors.

Other specifications:
	Double loading floor and wall partition
	Bi-temperature-system
	Several cooling possibilities and ranges: 
- -25°C
- +2°C / +8°C
- +15°C / +25°C
- +25°C






        

            



                

            

        

    




    
        
            
                
                    
    
        
            Destinations
            Road transport to and from Western Europe, Central Europe, Eastern Europe, Russia, the CIS, the Balkans and the Middle East.
Transport by road, Full Truck Loading (FTL), Groupage (LTL) and Express.


Western Europe: Belgium - France - Italy - Luxembourg - The Netherlands - Portugal - Spain - The United Kingdom - Ireland
Central Europe: Germany - Poland - Czech Republic - Slovakia - Hungary - Austria - Switzerland
Eastern Europe: Estonia - Latvia - Lithuania - Belarus - Ukraine
The CIS: Russia - Kaliningrad - Georgia - Azerbaijan - Armenia - Kazakhstan - Uzbekistan - Turkmenistan - Afghanistan - Tajikistan - Kyrgyzstan - Pakistan

The Balkans: Croatia - Slovenia - Romania - Bulgaria - Greece - Serbia - Montenegro - Bosnia and Herzegovina - Macedonia - Kosovo
The Middle-East: Cyprus - Turkey - Syria - Libanon - Jordan - Israel - Egypt - Iraq - Iran - Bahrein - Kuwait - Saudi-Arabia - Jemen - Oman - Dubai - United Arab Emirates
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                Contact us

                	Soncotra nv
	Frankrijklaan 29-31
	Sappenleen D1
	8970 Poperinge
	Belgium
	
	+32 57 33 76 66
	
                            email
                        
	www.soncotra.be
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                        Functional cookies (always required)
                        

                        These cookies are necessary for purely technical reasons for a normal visit to the website.
                        Given the technical necessity, only an information obligation applies, and these cookies are
                        placed as soon as you access the website.
                        You cannot refuse these cookies if you want to browse this website, but they are only placed
                        after a choice has been made regarding the placement of cookies.
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